FREEDOM AND DUTY

The truth is that complete liberty has never existed, does not exist and will never
exist. All that mankind can hope to do is to evolve a system that provides the
maximum amount of liberty for each individual. to argue that such a system exists
today is ridiculous. There is neither free speech nor a free press.
Fascists know from bitter experience that neither can be obtained in Britain today.
fascists are deprived of the right to put forward their views, speakers are howled
down and even knocked down.
The only practical question is; will fascism produce in Britain more or less freedom
for the individual than the present system, or any other system? The answer will
depend on the individual. He or she, will find 'liberty' curtailed in many important
respects under Fascism. There will not be liberty to exploit cheap labour, to import
foreign commodities and foreign workers, under sell British goods, to manipulate
finance, or to run the media for one's own gain. The minority who are interested in
these forms of liberty will find their activities will be greatly circumscribed.
The great masses of the people, those who struggle week by week for the means
to live, those who exist on a food bank basis, these will find greater freedom under
Fascism than they have ever dreamed of. they will have the freedom of better
housing, the freedom to eat more and better food, the freedom to wear warmer
clothing, the freedom to enjoy, if they so desire, the arts and games. there will
exist side by side with this freedom, the duty to play one's part in the economic
system, to be a true citizen.
Freedom and duty will go hand in hand in the Fascist State. these twin spirits of
fascism will replace the false cry of liberty that goes up today from the marxist
liberals who are condoning by their non-intervention every tyranny of the present
failed economic system.
Yes, 'liberty' as we know you today, the crimes that are committed while you stand
benignly looking on are rotting the statue on which you stand, and soon you will be
rolling in the dust. In your place Fascists will erect Freedom and Duty, freedom for
our private affairs, and the responsibility for doing our duty in our public lives.
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